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Recently in UK Nick Herbet, the schools minister, said pupils should learn their tables by rote at
primary school. A few days later it was reported

teaching children maths by making them learn times tables by rote could worsen exam
results because they risk failing to properly understand the subject, according to an
Oxford University study.

So whose right?

In my view

• they are both right

• they are both wrong

• they are both being silly

• and by far the most important they both miss the following

– interest and motivation are vital for learning

– it is better to learn a method to calculate answers to times tables questions than to just
memorise facts

– with practice at multiplication the answers get memorised automatically

Let’s deal with the first three points. They are both being silly as nobody is saying either

a) Pupils must learn entirely by memorisation without understanding

b) Pupils must only learn by developing understanding without any element or practice or repetition.

If anything the two ’different’ positions are actually two different aspects of learning, so the whole
debate is a pointless waste of time.

Instead of bickering and point scoring why not focus on the important things about learning.

Firstly to learn, train or practice anything you need a reason, something which will fill you with
a desire to keep working and learning. What keeps athletes and musicians (or doctors, lawyers
and scientists) training and practicing for hours every day, for years and years.

They must have some sort of goal which they are aiming for.

If you can inspire children (or anyone) to want to learn, your job is pretty much done.

There are many goals such as such as.
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• To be good at science, maths or engineering.

• To be a great scientist and make new discoveries

• To understand how the world works

• To teach others

• To invent something great like the iPad

• To help build a rocket to journey to the stars

• Become the world’s greatest investor like Warren Buffett

• Become a finance whizz on Wall Street or City of London

The second important fact about learning tables is it is essential to learn a method for working
out answers if you can’t remember them. And if you have a method for working out the answer
it’s a good thing to check any answer that pops into your head to see if it is actually right.

The next time someone tells you rote learning is bad ask them,

How did you learn

• your name

• the letters of the alphabet

• the names of the numbers from 1 to 10, from 1 to 100

• the names of colours

• the names of days of the week

• the name of months in the year

• you stop at a red light

• 2+2 = 4

• how did you learn to count from 1 to 100, this is just the one times table.
The other tables step forwards (from zero) in steps of 2 to 12 (or 2 to 10 if you think 12 is
too challeging)

And by the way that’s a method for working out an answer in the times tables, just step forward
from 0.

So for 4×5 we take 4 steps forward from 0 in steps of size 5

0,5,10,15,20
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But as 4×5 = 5×4 we could take 5 steps forward from 0 in steps of size 4

0,4,8,12,16,20

Which way do you think is easier?

Why not choose the easiest way.

We learn by building associations, which sometimes just come from saying things, or hearing
things over and over again. So although learning by rote is used as a term of abuse by some
people it is actually part of how we learn.

A very important point is you don’t just learn by memorising (say as lines in a play or a poem)
you also learn by answering questions.

Each time you answer 6×6 = 36, (or hear someone else answer it) you cement that knowledge
a little bit more in your mind.

But what happens if the answer doesn’t come?

Well there’s not much point in waiting more than a few seconds.

You can usually work the answers in less than 30 seconds just by stepping through. And the
best thing about this is it helps learn both

a) both 6×6 = 36

b) and how to work out 6×6 by stepping through numbers 6 at a time

There are certain tricks or short cuts which I explain in Starting Arithmetic but stepping through
always works.

Why bother to learn tables if we can learn a method so we can always work out the answers?

You may remember first learning to drive there seemed so many different things to do all at the
same time, the number of tasks seemed overwhelming. With practice changing gear, accelerating,
steering, braking, signaling becomes automatic freeing your mind to concentrate on watching the
road.

Your mind can only cope with so much at any one time. When trying to solve more advanced
problems if tables have been learned so answers are automatic then frees up the brain to focus
on bigger picture.

Regular practice means answers get memorised and so we can answer quickly. Without regular
use, what has been learned fades away.
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Use need not only happen at school. Why not encourage your children to enjoy a hobby which
involves some maths and tables.

• cooking

• carpentry

• navigation

• electronics

• astronomy

Most of what is called maths (or math) at primary school is actually arithmetic. Although science
and engineering may involve more complicated maths if you are going to work out any definite
answer at some point you have to put numbers in, in which case you are back to arithmetic.

There are some complications

• there are usually some formula and algebra

• it is necessary to work with units such as kilograms, meters, seconds

• many of the calculations involve very large or very small numbers. To make things easier
numbers are written using powers of ten, so called scientific notation.

But after all this is just plain arithmetic.

April 2012 was unusually wet in England. In this post Times tables what can yo do once you’ve
learned them I show you can use arithmetic to estimate the amount of water that fell on England
in April 2012 and compare this with the amount of water pumped into water pipes in a year for
all UK.

It seems nearly 3 times more water fell on just England in just April 2012 than is used by whole
UK in a year!

Now why are our water bills so high.

In scientific notation

100 is 102 as 100 is a 1 followed by 2 zeroes
1000 is 103 as 1000 is a 1 followed by 3 zeroes

1000000 is 106 as 1000000 is a 1 followed by 6 zeroes

As we will have 1024, this saves writing out a lot of zeroes. The little number at the top right is
called an exponent. These numbers with a 1 followed by a series of zeroes are called powers of
ten.
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Incidentally if you have numbers other than 100, 1000 etc they are written

200 is 2×102

4000 is 4×103

1600000 is 1.6×106

Finally decimal fractions less than 1.0 have a negative exponent

0.1 is 10−1

0.01 is 10−2

0.13 is 1.3×10−1

0.04 is 4×10−2

As 1000×100 = 100,000
then 103 ×102 = 105

So when multiplying powers of ten you just add the exponents.

As 1000000÷100 = 10000
then 106 ÷102 = 104

So when dividing powers of ten you just subtract the exponents.

What about multiples of powers of 10?

3000×400 = 3×103 ×4×102

= 3×4×103 ×102

= 12×105 = 1.2×106

There are 3 steps

1. Add the exponents of the powers of ten

2. Multiply the multiples of the powers of ten

3. If necessary adjust so as to keep the number multiplying the power of ten in the answer
between 1 and 10.

There are a similar three steps for division

1. Subtract the exponents of the powers of ten

2. Divide the multiples of the powers of ten

3. If necessary adjust so as to keep the number multiplying the power of ten in the answer
between 1 and 10.
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So 20,000÷500 = 2×104 ÷5×102

= 2÷5×102

= 0.4×102

= 4×101

= 40

If you’ve used a spreadsheet such as Excel you may have seen a different version of this notation
where 2×104 is written 2E +4.

Assuming the moon travels around the earth in a circle we can calculate the time the moon will
take to orbit the earth using Newton’s formula for gravity and the formula for centripetal force (the
force required to make the moon go in a circle).

This would be more complicated than children would see at primary school, or possibly even at
GCSE. But where’s the harm in looking ahead a little.

We need to do some algebra and look up some numbers (e.g. from wikipedia).

Where

G is a constant 6.67384×10−11

Me is mass of earth 5.9736×1024 kg
Mm is mass of moon

r is distance fromcenter of earthto center of moon 3.844×108 m
v is speed of moon
t is time moon takes to make one orbit

The force of gravity of the earth acting on the moon is

F = GMeMm
r2

The ’centripetal force’ required to make the moon go in a circle

F = Mmv2

r
As the force of gravity must equal the centripetal force

GMeMm
r2 = Mmv2

r
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We can simplify the equation by cancelling Mm and one r

GMe
r = v2

So speed of the moon is

v =
√

GMe
r

It takes the moon a time t to make one orbit a distance of 2πr so the speed of the moon must be

2πr
t =

√
GMe

r

So t the time it takes the moon make one orbit of the earth (the thing we want to find) is

t = 2πr√
GMe

r

As we know the values for all the items on the right hand side we can calculate it. These days it
makes sense to use something like Excel to do the arithmetic. Here is a spreadsheet that does
the sums

And the result is

2.37×106 seconds divide by 60 to get minutes
3.95×104 minutes divide by 60 to get hours
6.59×102 hours divide by 24 to get days

27.4 days

Which you probably knew anyway.

The value given on wikipedia is 27.3 days, with a note that as the earth is moving around the
sun the it takes 29.5 days for the moon to show the same phase to the earth.
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